Magic by Bruce Chadwick

"Don't be Fooled!"
Drug Prevention Illusion Programs

THEMESSAGES:
The “Don’t be Fooled! Drug Prevention Illusion Programs" are
strong "no use" drug education
presentations. Both programs relate basic drug information such as
the proper definition of drugs and
the ramifications of drug use. More
than just reminders to say no, these
educational programs also address
ways to develop healthy decision
making and refusal skills. All messages are consistent with the guidelines of state and federal recommendations, as well as the philosophies of programs such as
DARE and "Just Say No" clubs.

COMEDY STAND-UP:
The Comedy Stand-Up Magic
Show is a one-person forty minute
long illusion performance. It incorporates unique magic effects,
comedy talk routines, and whimsical volunteer situations. Utilizing
a talk-presentation format, illusion
and sleight-of-hand effects are used
as visual aids and communication
tools to parallel and illustrate various drug prevention messages.
Content includes the proper definition of drugs, ramifications of
drug use, legal, moral, and personal considerations. The program
provides optimum mobility and is
ideal for use where multiple

programs are presented
on the same day at different locations. Schools
can also network together
to receive discount rates.

THEATRE OF MAGIC:
The spectacular THEATRE
OF MAGIC program contains similar prevention
content, but it also provides several of the larger
classic stage illusion effects
such as the sword cabinet
and floating a lady in the
air! The program also provides fast-paced magic and
music, hilarious talk routines, and comical volunteer segments. This fullscale theatrical performance is ideal for larger
audiences, such as for rallies and
forums. The program can run a full
hour in length and can include
theatrical lighting, self-contained
sound system, and free-standing
scenery so that it can play in most
performing environments.

ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Bruce Chadwick is a full-time professional magician based in Fort
Worth, Texas. Since 1980, he has
specialized in the manufacture of
illusion apparatus as well as the

FEES
The COMEDY STAND-UP MAGIC SHOW may be performed effectively multiple times on a single day:
$300 for one program, $500 for two programs, or $700 for three programs. Price for the THEATRE OF
MAGIC illusion program varies depending upon performance location. Please inquire for more details.
Additional expenses for transportation and lodging may apply depending upon performance location.

These fees are by special arrangement and only apply to these drug prevention education programs.

performance of magic illusion programs. Bruce holds BA and MA
degrees from Baylor University and
a Master of Divinity degree from
the Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary. He is a past-president of the Texas Association of
Magicians, and is listed in WHO’S
WHO IN MAGIC. He has published several works on the psychology of illusion and is highly
regarded among his peers as a
creative consultant and expert in
the field of illusion mechanics.
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